
NEW ERA HIGH SCHOOL , PANCHGANI 
 

CLASS- 10TH ABC                          ASSIGNMENT -2                              Subject –Art & Craft 

Topic  
Sub Topic  

Basic / shading  
 3D ball   

Time line  2 week  (3may to 9th May 2020) 

Objective  3D drawing simply means to depict something that has volume or space and 
this create s the illusions of hight, width and depth in an image,when it viewed 
from a particular angle  

Activities’  How to draw a shaded sphere ? 
Step1  Draw a hollow circle with light lines you can use a pair of compasses  
Step 2 Choose a light source for this sphere . the light source  in this example is 
on the upper left , some what in front of the page ( or behind the viewer) 
Steps 3 Begin shading starts opposite the light source and move inwards . the 
darkest area will be furthest from the light source .create circle or partial circles 
of equal value (darkness ) 
Steps 4  As you move towards the light source , fill the circle with less and less 
pressure , heavier on the dark area , lighter on the light area . you can leave  
around spot nearest the light source the colour of the white page  
Step 5  use your finger or tortillon to blend the shading and add a shadow. 
Notice how the circle now appears spherical with depth . 

Suggested 
media  

Pencil shading – pencil no. 2B , 4B, 6B, 8B , 10B,. 
Colour pencil – use the colour pencil light tone to dark tone  
Poster colour – only black & white  

Instructions  *No credit will given to comparatively small picture  
*Neatness and sharpness is important  
Please mention the details about the class , div, name  
 

Submission Scan the picture and send on pravin.ghate@nehs.in for any queries kindly use 
the same email  id  
Ph no 8329722246 

 

 

Subject teacher- 

Pravin Ghate  

 


